
“Will the spring ever come for us, too?” 
Two girls, two boys, and a diary written in hiding



Yitzkhok Rudashevsky (1927–1943)

Yitzkhok, known as Itzi’le, was the only child of his parents, Eliyahu and Roza. He was a gifted boy; he loved history and literature, and enjoyed reading books, and spending time with his friends in the youth club. Yitzkhok was 13 when the Nazis occupied his city, Vilna. He wrote his diary in 
Vilna ghetto, to where he was deported with his family.



Wednesday, December 10th: It dawned on me that today is my birthday. 
Today I became fifteen years old. You hardly realize how time flies. It runs 
ahead unnoticed and presently we realize, as I did today, for example, and 
discover that days and months go by, that the ghetto is not a painful, 
squirming moment of a dream which constantly 
disappears, but is a large swamp in which we 
lose our days and weeks... In my daily ghetto 
life, it seems to me that I live normally, but 
often I have deep qualms. Surely I could have 
lived better. Must I, day in day out, see the 
walled-up ghetto gate? Must I, in my best 
years, see only the one little street, the few 
stuffy courtyards?



After the liquidation of the Vilna 
ghetto in September 1943, Yitzkhok 
and his parents went into hiding. 
About two weeks later, they were 

caught and led to 
Ponary, where they 
were murdered. 



Eva Heyman (1931–1944)

Eva was born in 1931 in Hungary. Her diary opens on her thirteenth birthday, about 
a month before the Germans invaded Hungary. Eva was deported with her family to the ghetto in Nagy Varad. Her 

mother managed to escape together with Eva’s stepfather, 
and Eva remained with her grandparents in the ghetto.  



On 30.5.1944, on the last page of her diary, Eva wrote:

Dear diary, I don’t want to die; I want to live even if it means that I’ll 
be the only person here allowed to stay. I would wait for the end of 
the war in some cellar, or on the roof, or in some secret cranny. … 
just as long as they don’t kill me, only that they should let me live.



Three days later Eva was deported to 
Auschwitz, where she was murdered at the 
age of 13.



Moshe Flinker (1926–1944)

Moshe was born in Holland. When Holland was invaded, the family escaped to Belgium, 
where they hoped to hide without being handed over. Sixteen-year-old Moshe wrote his diary in hiding in Belgium.



(July 4, 1943)

Again two weeks have passed without me writing anything in my 
diary, despite my promises last time. But what can I do? During 
these two weeks I took my diary in my hand several times, but I 
did not open it as I had nothing to write… Despite such frequent 
disappointments of my hopes, I have not stopped hoping. And 
now I know that I will never stop hoping, because the moment I 
stop hoping I will stop existing. 

I don’t know what to do. Everything is becoming hollow. Formerly, 
when I took up my Bible and read it, it was as if I had returned 
to life, as if the L-rd had taken pity on me; even in my darkest 

moments I found consolation in it.



The family was caught after 
someone informed on them, and 
Moshe, his parents, and some 

of his sisters, 
were deported 
to Auschwitz, 
where Moshe was 
murdered at the 
age of 16.



Every person should know and 
understand that within him a 
candle is burning; and his candle 
is unlike that of his friend; and 
there is no person without a 
candle. 

Each of the six million who perished in the Holocaust had a candle which was 
extinguished before its time. 

On Holocaust Memorial Day we will light a candle in memory of a Jewish 
Holocaust victim, and in that way we will keep his memory alive; not as part of an 
unfathomable number, but as a unique individual – a person with beliefs, dreams, 
and hopes. A person who dreamt that his light would one day shine in the world.


